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Notice of Pre-AIA or AlA Status

1. The present application, filed on or after March 16,2013, isbeingexamined underthe 

first inventorto file provisions of the AIA.

DETAILED ACTION 

Status of the Application

2. Claims 1-5 and 7-11 are currently pendingin thiscase and have beenexaminedand 

addressed below. This communication isa Final Rejection in response to the Amendmentto 

the Claims and Remarks filed on 09/22/2020.

• Claims 1 and 10 are currently amended.

• Claim 6 is cancelled and not considered at thistime.

• Claims 2-5, 7-9 and 11 are as previously presented.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

3. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or com position of 

matter, ora ny new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the 

conditions and requirements of this title.

4. Claims 1-5 and 7-11 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is 

directed to an abstract idea without significantly more. The claims recite gene rating questions 

fora userto obtain information for providinga medical diagnosis.

Independent claim 1 falIs within the statutory category of a process. Independent claim 

10 fal Is within the statutory category of a system or apparatus. Independent claim 11 falls 

within the statutory category of an article of manufacture as the claim recites a non-transitory 

carrier medium carrying computer readable instructions. Claims 1,10 and 11 are directed to



certain methods of organizing human activity including managing personal behavioror
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relationships or interactions between people.

As perClaimsl, 10 and 11, the limitation of receiving inputfrom a user comprising at 

leastone symptom, as drafted, under its broadest reasonable interpretation, covers managing 

personal behaviorsor interactions between people butforthe recitation of genericcomputer 

components. That is,otherthan reciting"the processor beingadapted to"and "non-transitory 

carrier medium carrying computer readable instructions being adapted to", nothingin the claim 

elements precludes the step from beinga function which isan interaction between people. For 

example, receivingan inputfrom a user in the context of thisclaim encompasses a user 

interacting with a person or machine to give the input. Similarly,the limitation of providingthe 

at leastone symptom as an input to a medical model, as drafted, underits broadest reasonable 

interpretation, covers a method of organizing human activity including the user interacting with 

a person or machine to provide the symptom to a model which includes rules or instructions 

that are followed such as probability distributions, relationships between symptoms and 

diseases, and an inference engine performing Bayesian inference. These rules and instructions 

are followed usingthe input providedfrom the user. Generatinga questionforthe userto 

obtain furtherinformationand outputtingthe questionto the user is also a method of 

organizinghuman activity which includes managing personal behaviorand interactionswhere 

the generation and outputting of a question isthe interaction with the user. The gene rating of 

a question isexecutedthrough following rulesorinstructionssuch as ranking the questions by 

measuringthe expectedinformationgainfrom a questionand penalizingthat amount by the

cost incurred by moving the question, also normalizingthe weightforthe expected information



gain. The retrieving of the nodes includingdiseases, riskfactors, and symptoms for calculating
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the cost of moving a question and outputting the question to a user is also a certain method of 

organizinghuman activity because retrievinginformationandoutputtingthe resultingquestion 

to a person includes interactions between people and/or between a person and a computer. If 

a claim limitation, underits broadest reasonable interpretation, covers managing personal 

behavioror relationships or interactions between people includingteachingand following rules 

or instructions, but for the recitation of genericcomputer components, then it falls within the 

"Certain Methods of Organizing Human Behavior" grouping of abstract ideas. Accordingly, the 

claim recites an abstract idea.

This judicial exception is not integrated into a practical application because the 

additional elements and combination of additional elements do not impose meaningful limits 

on the judicial exception. In particular, the claims recite the additional elements - a processor 

and memory as wellasa non-transitory carrier medium carrying computer readable 

instructions to perform the stepsof the claims. The processorand memory in these steps are 

recited at a high-level ofgenerality(i.e., as a genericcomputing system comprising a processor 

which iscoupled to a mass storage unit(specification [0085])), and the non-transitory carrier 

medium is also recited at a high level of generality (i.e., computer program storage medium 

such as an optical disk, specification [0088]), such that they amount to no more than mere 

instructions to applythe exception usinga generic computer component. The claimsalso 

include a userdevice receivingan inputfrom a userand the userdevice outputting said 

question as well as storing the nodes includingdiseases, riskfactors, and symptoms in a

memory.The receiving of information by a userdevice, storing of data ina memory, and the
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outputting of information to a user device amounts to mere instructions to apply the exception. 

As per MPEP 2106.05(f)(2), use of a computer or other machinery in its ordinary capacity for 

tasks such as receiving, storing, or transmitting data amounts to mere instructions to apply the 

exception. The outputting of the question to a user is a limitation that amounts to necessary 

data gatheringand outputting, as in MPEP 2106.05(g), inwhich the resultof the analysis which 

is the determined question is output to the user amounting to insignificant extra-solution 

activity. The claims also include applying the input to a medical model, where the medical 

model comprisesa probabilisticgraphical model which is a mathematical algorithm of a 

probability distribution and relationships between symptoms and diseases as well as an 

inference engine performing Bayesian inference. The mathematical algorithm of the claims is 

recited at a high level of generality (probability distribution, Bayesian inference) such that it 

amounts to no more than mere instructions to apply an exception. As per MPEP 2106.05(f), the 

courts havefound additional elementswhich do no more than merely invoke computersor 

machinery as a tool to perform an existing problem such as a commonplace business method or 

mathematical algorithm to be mere instructions to apply an exception (Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. V. 

CIS Bank Int'l, 134 S. Ct. 2347, 1357, 110 USPQ2d 1976, 1983 (2014); Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 

U.S. 63, 64, 175 USPQ 673, 674 (1972); Versoto Dev. Group, Inc. v. SAP Am., Inc., 793 F.3d 1306, 

1334, 115 USPQ2d 1681, 1701 (Fed. Cir. 2015)). Accordingly, this additional elementdoes not 

integrate the abstract idea into a practical application because itdoes not impose any 

meaningful limits on practicing the abstract idea. The claim is directed to an abstract idea.

The claims do not include additional elementsthatare sufficienttoamount to 

significantly more than the judicial exception. Asdiscussed above with respectto integration of



the abstract idea into a practical application, the additional elements of a processor and 

memory as well as a non-transitory carrier medium carrying computer readable instructions to 

perform the steps of the claims amounts to no more than mere instructionsto apply the 

exception usinga generic computer component. The receiving of input from a userdevice, 

storing data offline in a memory, and userdevice outputting information are also shown to be 

mere instructionsto apply the exception. The inputting of data into a medical model where the 

model includes probability distributions, relationships between symptoms and diseases, and an 

inference engine to perform Bayesian inference also amounts to no more than mere 

instructionsto applyan exception because itis a mathematical algorithm beingappliedto a 

general purpose computerto determine a result. Mere instructionsto applyan exception using 

a genericcomputer component cannot provide an inventive concept. As described above, the 

step of outputtinga question to the user, which is insignificantextra-solution activity, amounts 

to well-understood, routine and conventional computeractivity because it is claimed at a high 

level ofgeneralityand includesreceivingortransmittingdata, which has beenfound to be well- 

understood, routine and conventional computerfunctions by the Court (MPEP 2106.05( d) (11) (i) 

Receivingortransmitting data overa network, e.g., using the Internet to gather data,

Symantec, 838 F.3d at 1321, 120 U5PQ2d at 1362 (utilizingan intermediary computerto 

forward information); TLi Communications LLC v. AVAuto. LLC, 823 F.3d 607, 610, 118 USPQ2d 

1744, 1745 (Fed.Cir. 2016} (usinga telephoneforimage transmission); OIPTechs., inc,, v. 

Amazon.com, lnc.f 788 F,3d 1359, 1363, 115 USPQ2d 1090, 1093 (Fed. Cir. 2015} (sending 

messages over a network); buySAFE, inc. v. Google, Inc.,. 765 F.3d 1350, 1355, 112 USPQ2d
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DDR Holdings, LLC v. Hotels.com, L.P.r 773 F.Bd 1245, 1258, 113 USPQ2d 1097, 1106 (Fed. Cir, 

2014) ("Unlike the claimsin Ultramercial, the claims at issue here specify Noninteractions with 

the internetare manipulatedto yieidadesired result—a resultthat overrides the routineanci 

conventional sequence of events ordinarily triggered by the click of a hyperlink." (emphasis 

added)). Looking at the limitationsas an ordered combination adds nothingthat is not already 

presentwhen looking at the elements taken individually. There is no i ndicationthat the 

combination of elements improves the functioning of the computer or improves an other 

technology. The claims do not amount to significantly more than the underlyingabstract idea. 

The claims are not patent eligible.

Dependent claims 2-5 and 7-9 add additional limitations which only serve to further 

limit or specifythe limitationsofthe independentclaims, and henceare nonetheless directed 

towardsfundamentallythesame abstract ideaas independentclaims 1,10 and 11.

The dependentclaimsdo not include additional elementsthat have not been previously 

addressedin the independent claimsand thus do not provide an inventive concept by 

integrating the exception into a practical applicationor reciting significantly more than the 

abstract idea. Therefore, whentakenindividuallyoras an ordered combination, Claims 1-5 and 

7-11 are nonetheless rejected under35 U.S.C. 101 as beingdirectedto non-statutory subject 

matter.

Response to Arguments

5. Applicant's arguments, see Pages 6-8, "Claim Rejections-35 U.S.C. 101", filed 

09/22/2020 with respect to claims 1-5 and 7-11 have beenfully considered butthey are not

persuasive.
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Applicant argues that the present claims are not directed to an abstract idea because 

the claims as a whole integrate the judicial exception into a practical application. Specifically, 

Applicantargues that the claims implement medical diagnosis into computer-related 

technology for a practical application of diagnosinga patient utilizinga probabilisticgraphical 

model comprising nodes relatingto diseases, riskfactors, and symptoms. Applicant asserts that 

this providesa specificimprovementoverprior information medical diagnosis methods which 

results in an improved process for diagnosing patients through an automated natural flow of 

questioning. Examinerrespectfullydisagreesthatthis provides an improvementto a 

technology or technical field. The concept of providinga medical diagnosis using a determined 

flow of questioningisthe abstract idea itself, which as in the rejection above, is directed to 

certain methodsof organizing human activity. Determininga lineofquestionstoaska patient 

to determine a diagnosis is a fundamental activity in medical care and has been a long carried 

out practice by medical care providersin diagnosingand treating patients. The automation of 

the abstract idea by applyingto computer componentsand mathematical algorithms amounts 

to mere instructions to apply the exception, as per MPEP 2106.05(f). The improvementto the 

abstract idea of generatingquestionsand presentingto the patient, no matter how innovative, 

is not enough foreligibility. No matter how much of an advance in the medical diagnosisfield 

the claims recite, the advance lies entirely in the realm of abstract ideas, with no plausibly 

alleged innovation inthe nonabstract application realm. An advance of that nature is ineligible 

for patenting. Applicant also argues that the claims recite storing embedded nodes offline in 

memory and retrievingthe information for calculating the cost to move a questioninsemantic

space as an implementation which providestechnical advantages such as allowingeasyfast



calculation and retrieval ofquestionswhich increase the speed, reliability and resource
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utilization. Examinerrespectfullydisagreesthatthisis a technical solution to a technical 

problem, but rather amounts to mere instructions to apply the exception. As per MPEP 

2106.05(f)(2), claimingthe improved speed or efficiency inherent with applyingthe abstract 

ideaon a computerdoes not integrate the abstract ideainto a practical applicationor provide 

significantly more. The storing of information in a memory and retrieving that data for usein 

the abstract idea is using computer components in theirordinary capacity for tasks such as 

receiving, storingand transmitting data, and thus does not integrate the abstract idea intoa 

practical application. Therefore, the claims are directed to an abstract idea and the rejection is 

maintained.

Conclusion

6. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policyas 

set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is setto expire THREE MONTHS 

from the mailingdate of thisaction. In theeventa first reply isfiledwithinTWO MONTHS of 

the mailingdate of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until afterthe end of 

the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire 

on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuantto 37 CFR 1.136(a) 

will be calculated from the mailingdate of the advisoryaction. In no event, however, will the 

statutory period for reply expire laterthan SIX MONTHS from the mailingdate of this final

action.
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7. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earliercommunications from the 

examinershould be directed to Evangeline Barr whose telephone numberis (571)272-0369. 

The examinercan normally be reached on Monday to Friday8:00 am to 4:00 pm.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing 

using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is 

encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request(AIR) at 

http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Fonya Long can be reached on 571-270-5096. The fax phone numberfor the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status informationforpublishedapplications 

may be obtainedfrom eitherPrivate PAIR or PublicPAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 

system, see https://ppair-my.uspto.gov/pair/PrivatePair.Shouldyou have questions on access 

to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic BusinessCenter(EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll- 

free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative oraccess to 

the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/EVANGELINE BARR/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3626
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REMARKS

This application has been carefully reviewed in light of the Office Action dated October 

20, 2020. Claims 1-5 and 7-11 are currently pending in the application, with Claims 1 and 10 

being the independent claims. Claims 1 and 10 have been amended. Support for the claim 

amendments can be found, for example, in paragraphs [0058], [0061], [0067], and [0070] of the 

originally filed specification. New claims 12 and 13 have been added. Claim 7 has been 

canceled without prejudice or disclaimer of the subject matter. No new matter is believed to be 

added herein. Reconsideration and further examination are respectfully requested.

After Final Consideration Pilot Program 2.0 Request

Pursuant to the After Final Consideration Pilot Program 2.0 (AFCP 2.0), Applicant 

respectfully requests participation in AFCP 2.0, and requests to have this response and 

amendment considered thereunder. Submitted herewith is a corresponding form PTO/SB/434.

Interview Summary

Applicant would initially like to thank Examiner Barr for the thoughtful courtesies extended 

to the Applicant's counsel, Teddie Hsu (USPTO Reg. No. 67,780), on March 17, 2021. During the 

telephonic interview, Examiner Barr stated that the above-identified amendments to the independent 

claims would require further review and consideration.

Claim Rejections - 35 U.S.C. §101

Claims 1-5 and 7-11 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is 

directed to an abstract idea without significantly more. The claims recite generating questions for 

a user to obtain information for providing a medical diagnosis. These rejections are respectfully 

traversed, and reconsideration and withdrawal of these rejections are respectfully requested.

Applicant respectfully submits that the claims as a whole, when the elements are 

considered both individually and as a combination, integrate a judicial exception into a practical 

application. For example, amended independent claim 1 recites:

A computer-implemented method for providing a computer implemented

medical diagnosis, the computer being configured to generate questions to ask to

9
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a user when performing the diagnosis, the computer comprising a memory, the 

method comprising:

receiving at the computer from a user device, an input from a user 

comprising at least one symptom of the user;

providing the at least one symptom as an input to a medical model, 

the medical model being stored in the memory, the medical model 

comprising:

a probabilistic graphical model (PGM) comprising 

probability distributions and relationships between evidence and 

diseases, wherein evidence comprises symptoms and risk factors, 

the PGM further comprising evidence nodes relating to risk factors 

and symptoms and disease nodes;, wherein the at least one 

symptom is provided to the PGM by activating an evidence node 

in the PGM corresponding to the symptom, 

performing Bayesian inference utilizing an inference engine on 

said PGM to calculate the expected information gain of activating each 

node of a set of further evidence nodes;

retrieving from memory embedded evidence nodes of the PGM, 

wherein the embedded evidence nodes correspond to evidence nodes of 

the PGM that are embedded in a semantic space;

calculating a cost, for each of the embedded evidence nodes of the 

set of further evidence nodes, of moving in the semantic space from an 

embedded state vector in semantic space to an embedded evidence node, 

wherein the embedded state vector is determined from previous question 

asked by the computer to the user;

ranking said set of further evidence nodes using, for each node, 

said calculated expected information gain penalized by the calculated cost 

of moving in the semantic space from the embedded state vector;

using said ranked further evidence nodes to select the next question 

to be provided by the computer to the user; and

outputting said question to the user through the user device.

10
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“A claim that integrates a judicial exception into a practical application will apply, rely 

on, or use the judicial exception in a manner that imposes a meaningful limit on the judicial 

exception, such that the claim is more than a drafting effort designed to monopolize the judicial 

exception. When the exception is so integrated, then the claim is not directed to a judicial 

exception ... and is eligible.” 2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter Eligibility Guidance (January 

7, 2019). Applicant respectfully submits that at least the foregoing features recited in the 

independent claims when considered individually and in combination, implement medical 

diagnosis into computer-related technology for a practical application of diagnosing a patient 

utilizing a probabilistic graphical model comprising nodes relating to diseases, risk factors and 

symptoms. The claimed features provide a specific improvement over prior information medical 

diagnosis methods, resulting in an improved process for diagnosing patients through an 

automated natural flow of questioning.

Independent claim 1 has been amended and re-arranged for clarification. The claim now 

recites the “activation of an evidence node.” The basis for this amendment is to be found, for 

example, in paragraph [0070] of the originally filed specification.

Independent claim 1 claim now discusses evidence nodes which can be symptoms or risk 

factors. The term “evidence” is now used in the claim since the claim now recites more 

explicitly how the cost is determined. This is discussed in the description in relation to evidence 

nodes.

Independent claim 1 also now specifies using the PGM to calculate the expected 

information gain by activating each node of a set of further evidence nodes. This is described, 

for example, in paragraph [0058] of the originally filed specification.

Independent claim 1 has also been amended to refer to an “embedded state vector” in the 

semantic space that is determined from previous questions asked to the use by the computer.

The basis for this amendment is to be found, for example, in paragraphs [0061] and [0067] of the 

originally filed specification.

Independent claim 10 has been amended similarly to independent claim 1.

The amended independent claims explicitly recite the steps performed by the computer. 

The applicant respectfully submits that these steps could not be performed by a human.

Specifically, the amended independent claims refer to activating a node in a PGM and 

performing inference on the PGM. As explained in, for example, paragraph [0031] of the

11
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originally filed specification, performing inference requires calculations on >100s of billions of 

combinations of symptoms, diseases, and risk factors. This could not be performed by human. 

The step of determining the set of evidence nodes and calculating the VOI for each evidence 

nodes is described, for example, in paragraph [0058] of the originally filed specification, which 

is clearly far too computationally heavy to be performed by the human brain.

The other claims currently under consideration in the application are dependent from 

their respective independent claims discussed above and therefore are believed to be allowable 

for at least similar reasons to at least some of the explanations described above. Because each 

dependent claim is deemed to define an additional aspect of the invention, the individual 

consideration of each on its own merits is respectfully requested.

Therefore, Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner withdraw the rejection of 

Claims 1-5 and 7-11 under 35 U.S.C. § 101.

CONCLUSION

Applicant respectfully submits that the entire application is in condition for allowance, 

and such action is respectfully requested at the Examiner’s earliest convenience. Should the 

Examiner have any questions, please call the undersigned at the phone number listed below so 

that any such questions may be promptly resolved.

Any remarks in support of patentability of one claim should not be imputed to any other 

claim, even if similar terminology is used. Any language or remarks referring to only a portion 

of a claim should not necessarily be understood to base patentability on solely that portion; 

rather, patentability rests on each claim taken as a whole.

Applicant respectfully submits that to the extent any disclaimers or statements were made 

previously during prosecution with respect to the scope of the claimed invention, such 

disclaimers and statements are hereby rescinded.

Applicant respectfully reserves the right to traverse any of the rejections, assertions and 

submissions made in connection with the application, even if not discussed herein, including the 

right to challenge later whether any of the cited references is prior art. The absence of a reply to 

a specific rejection, issue, or comment does not signify agreement with or concession of that 

rejection, issue, or comment. In addition, because any arguments made may not be exhaustive, 

there may be other reasons that have not been expressed for patentability of any or all claims.

12
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When amendments are made to any claims, no acquiescence or estoppel is implied thereby; such 

amendments are made only to expedite prosecution of the present application and are without 

prejudice to the presentation or assertion, in the future, of claims directed to subject matter that is 

same as or similar to that previously presented. Nothing in this paper should be construed as an 

intent to concede, or actual concession of, any issue with regard to any claim, or to any cited art, 

except as specifically stated in this paper, and the amendment or cancellation of any claim does 

not necessarily signify concession of unpatentability of the claim prior to its amendment or 

cancellation.

To the extent necessary, a petition for an extension of time under 37 C.F.R. 1.136 is 

hereby made. Please charge any shortage in fees due in connection with the filing of this paper, 

including extension of time fees, to Deposit Account 50-0417 and please credit any excess fees 

to such deposit account.

Respectfully submitted,

Mc De r mo t t  w il l  & e me r y  l l p

/Ahsan A. Shaikh/______

Ahsan A. Shaikh 

Registration No. 61,861

444 West Lake Street, Suite 4000 Please recognize our Customer No. 1923

Chicago, IL 60606-0029 as our correspondence address.

Phone: 312-984-7750 A AS :TH/nh 

Facsimile: 312-984-7500

Date: 22 March 2021
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listings of claims in the 

application:

LISTING OF CLAIMS:

1. (Currently Amended) A computer-implemented method for providing a computer 

implemented medical diagnosis, the computer being configured to generate questions to ask to a 

user when performing the diagnosis, the computer comprising a memory, the method 

comprising:

receiving at the computer from a user device, an input from a user comprising at 

least one symptom of the user;

providing the at least one symptom as an input to a medical model, the medical 

model being stored in the memory, the medical model comprising:

a probabilistic graphical model (PGM) comprising probability 

distributions and relationships between evidence symptoms and diseases, wherein 

evidence comprises symptoms and risk factors, the probabilistic graphical model 

PGM further comprising evidence nodes relating to diseases, risk factors and 

symptoms and disease nodes;, wherein the at least one symptom is provided to the 

PGM by activating an evidence node in the PGM corresponding to the

svmptom,IT;ll

performing an inference engine configured to perform Bayesian inference 

utilizing an inference engine on said probabilistic graphical model PGM to calculate the 

expected information gain of activating each node of a set of further evidence nodes TMl
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retrieving from memory embedded evidence nodes of the PGM, wherein the 

embedded evidence nodes correspond to evidence nodes of the PGM that are embedded

in a semantic space:

calculating a cost, for each of the embedded evidence nodes of the set of further

evidence nodes, of moving in the semantic space from an embedded state vector in

semantic space to an embedded evidence node, wherein the embedded state vector is

determined from previous question asked by the computer to the user:

ranking said set of further evidence nodes using, for each node, said calculated

expected information gain penalized by the calculated cost of moving in the semantic

space from the embedded state vector:

using said ranked further evidence nodes to select the next question to be

provided by the computer to the user: and

generating a question for the user to obtain further information concerning the

user to allow a diagnosis, and outputting said question to the user,

wherein generating a question for the user comprises:

ranking said questions by determining a utility of the possible questions,

the utility being a measure of an expected information gain determined from the

inference engine penalised by a cost incurred by moving from a previous question

in semantic space to the question, the expected information gain weighted by a

current marginal posterior of each disease being present and normalized between

0 and 1, wherein the nodes of the graphical model are embedded in the semantic

space, and the embedded nodes are stored offline in a memory and retrieved for
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calculating the cost incurred by moving from a previous question in semantic

space to the question; and

outputting said question to the user through the user device.

2. (Original) A method according to claim 1, wherein the semantic space is 

represented by at least one semantic simplex defining an embedding space.

3. (Previously Presented) A method according to claim 2, wherein vertices of

the simplex represents a location in said embedding space of independent semantic properties 

and wherein a dot product of two elements at distinct vertices is null.

4. (Original) A method according to claim 2, wherein the embedding spaces are

selected from at least one of Pathogenesis and body systems.

5. (Previously Presented) A method according to claim 2, wherein said nodes

are embedded in said at least one semantic simplex.

6. (Canceled)

7. (Canceled)

8. (Original) A method according to claim 2, wherein the cost is calculated by

assuming that the simplex defines a fixed energy landscape.

9. (Original) A method according to claim 2, wherein the cost is calculated by

assuming that the simplex defines a dynamic energy landscape.
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10. (Currently Amended) A system for providing a computer implemented medical 

diagnosis, the system being configured to generate questions to ask a user when performing 

diagnosis, the system comprising a processor and a memory: 

the processor being adapted to:

receive an input from a user comprising at least one symptom of the user; 

provide the at least one symptom as an input to a medical model, the medical 

model being stored in the memory, the medical model comprising:

a probabilistic graphical model (PGM) comprising probability distributions and 

relationships between symptoms evidence and diseases, wherein evidence comprises 

symptoms and risk factors, the probabilistic graphical model PGM further comprising 

evidence nodes relating to diseases, risk factors and symptoms and disease nodes, 

wherein the at least one symptom is provided to the PGM by activating an evidence node

in the PGM corresponding to the symptom;

an inference engine configured to perform Bayesian inference on said 

probabilistic graphical model PGM to calculate the expected information gain of 

activating each node of a set of further evidence nodes,

retrieve from memory embedded evidence nodes of the PGM, wherein the 

embedded evidence nodes correspond to evidence nodes of the PGM that are embedded

in a semantic space;

calculate a cost, for each of the embedded evidence nodes of the set of further

evidence nodes, of moving in the semantic space from an embedded state vector in

semantic space to an embedded evidence node, wherein the embedded state vector is

determined from previous question asked by the computer to the user;
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rank said set of further evidence nodes using, for each node, said calculated 

expected information gain penalized by the calculated cost of moving in the semantic

space from the embedded state vector:

use said ranked further evidence nodes to select the next question to be provided

by the computer to the user: and

generate a question for the user to obtain further information concerning the user

to allow a diagnosis, and outputting said question to the user,

wherein generating a question for the user comprises:

ranking said questions by determining the utility of the possible questions,

the utility being a measure of an expected information gain determined from-the

inference engine penalised by the cost incurred by moving from a previous

question in semantic space to the question, the expected information gam

weighted by a current marginal posterior of each disease being present and

normalized between 0 and 1, wherein the nodes of the graphical model are

embedded in the semantic space, and the embedded nodes are stored offline m-a

memory and retrieved for calculating the cost incurred by moving from a previous

question in semantic space to the question; and 

output[[ting]] said question to the user through the user device.

11. (Original) A non-transitory carrier medium carrying computer readable 

instructions being adapted to cause a computer to run the method recited in claim 1.

12. (New) A method according to claim 5, wherein there are a plurality of semantic 

simplexes, and wherein:
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the PGM nodes are embedded in each simplex; 

an embedded state vector is provided for each simplex;

calculating a cost of moving in the semantic space from an embedded state vector 

in semantic space to each node in the set of embedded evidence nodes is performed for 

each simplex; and

the evidence nodes are ranked, using, for each node, said calculated expected 

information gain penalized by the calculated cost in each simplex of moving in the 

semantic space from the embedded state vector.

13. (New) A method according to claim 1, wherein the embedded state is determined 

from the average embedding of the evidence requested in n previous questions, where n is an 

integer.
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